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All these marks of adoration did me good It was
delightful to have them, and chastening to know that
it was the wig that did it It was like carrying brother
Dan on my shoulders My curls confided to me that
popularity is no proof of talent Hard work makes the
actress
The Savoy production of "The Midsummer Night's
Dream" was a thing of beauty The faces of the fames
were gilded	it cost a shilling each time the gilding
was done and, for economy's sake, the elves had to keep
their faces golden between the matinees and evening
performances We were "such stuff as dreams are
made of"
I wished very much that Their Majesties, the King and
Queen, should see the play, and therefore wrote to a
friend at Court He replied telling me that he shared
my wish, that he held the opinion that the Sovereign of a
country should be associated with what is best in art and
that there could be no two opinions about the beauty of
the production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream " He
ended up by saying that he would do his best He did,
and was successful Their Majesties came and I have
reason to believe were pleased with the play
Everyone loved the production of "The Dream" and
the Press was unanimous in its praise One paper said
"The work was revived in a manner at once so intellec-
tually just and artistically brave that it held a crowded
house spell-bound throughout, and was acclaimed at the
end with prolonged and unanimous enthusiasm "
For once we got a complete text I cannot remember
that any passage was omitted Each speech was delivered
With sympathy and understanding, and several times
speakers "slowed down" as they came to the most
beautiful passages which, familiar as they are, are yet
ever to be heard with delight Furthermore, by a
genuine inspiration, Oberon, Titama and the rest of the
fames were made to appear with gilded faces and hair^
clothes of gold and silver, which made them seem
beings of another order, of a separate creation, remote

